RACKET STRINGING - 2020
Payments are made to:
Venmo @Errol-Nattrass …. PayPal.Me/ErrolNattrass (802-318-3925) …. Cash …. Check (to Errol Nattrass)
HAWK TOUCH
When you put these highly durable strings on your racquet, you better already have things under full control.
Designed for high-level Tour and tournament players, the string's elasticity allows for accurate feedback and
exquisite feel so you can follow through with your versatile game and perfectly control every stroke and, ultimately,
the game. GAUGE: 1.25 mm /17 g
Price: $45
LYNX
Head Lynx is a co-polyester string designed to give aggressive players the needed control to attack the ball.
Unlike traditional polyester strings, Lynx is made with special additives to boost comfort, power and touch, which
should allow a wider cross-section of players to use it. GAUGE: 1.25 mm /17 g
Price: $40
LYNX EDGE
HEAD Lynx Edge is an innovative string that features a new co-polymer mixture to give advanced players more
bite on the ball. This heptagon (7-sided) shaped string is perfect for players looking add more spin to their game
without compromising on durability. GAUGE: 1.25 mm /17 g
Price: $40
GRAVITY
HEAD Gravity’s uniquely shaped mains and thin, slick crosses work in unison to increase the RPMs off the ball as
it comes off the string bed. Its limited durability may make it difficult for advanced players to take advantage of
without frequent re-stringing. But for developing juniors and players who are just starting to add spin to their game,
it provides an attractive mix of aggressive spin, solid power and feel and confidence boosting control.
Price: $45
REFLEX MLT
The REFLEX MLT combines all of the benefits of a high-premium multifilament string. If you are a Tour or highlevel tournament player and spin is your game, this is HEAD's most comfortable and most premium multifilament
string. Thanks to its special 100% nylon multifilament construction the string provides extra control while the
unique PU resin delivers a comfortable feeling and is extremely easy on your arm. GAUGE:1.30 mm / 16 g
Price: $45
VELOCITY MLT
Power and comfort come together in the multifilament VELOCITY MLT, engineered for the tournament or club
player. Throwing in a lively feel, the VELOCITY MLT is a great durable power generator for tournament or club
players. GAUGE: 1.30 mm / 16g
Price: $40
SYNTHETIC GUT PPS
The SYNTHETIC GUT PPS is a solid multifilament string that perfectly combines power, control, and comfort for
club players. GAUGE: 1.30 mm / 16 g
Price: $35

